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ABSTRACT
Text entry of strong passwords on the virtual keyboard of a
mobile device demands more cognitive effort than is safe at any
speed. Users are walking into traffic, veering off the beaten
path, and colliding with lampposts while using virtual
keyboards. Virtual keyboards on mobile devices have been
designed to fit smaller screens by shrinking the size of the keys.
To compensate for the inevitable keying errors caused by the
difficulty of acquiring the desired key target, virtual keyboard
software relies heavily on predicting input. While this
anticipation works reasonably well for text messages and input
based on the correct spelling of words of the language in use, it
does not improve the accuracy of security input.

Basic authentication, or the entry of a user identifier and
password [8], relies on text entry. In spite of the non-text entry
options for mobile platform, basic authentication is still the most
prevalent and used as an alternate, backup, or recovery method
to non-text authentication [19]. Basic authentication, in spite of
its weaknesses, is still the ISO standard for entity authentication
[3].
Basic authentication was designed in a desktop setup, where text
is entered efficiently and comfortably using a physical keyboard
[37]. To accommodate text entry needs on the small touchscreen
typical of mobile devices, the miniaturized keyboard was
adopted [46]. The virtual keyboard common on mobile devices
does not provide the same comfort or efficiency as the physical
equivalent [24]. Predictive text algorithms counteract the human
error inherent in keying accuracy and the difficulty in acquiring
targets smaller than 44mm square [12]. These algorithms
depend on grammar and context [44]. Passwords that follow
strong password guidelines [18] should not trigger or benefit
from predictive text algorithms to prevent hacking.

Security input is the entry of character strings to achieve
authentication. Security input exhibits atypical patterns due to
strong password rules. Strong passwords require key sequences
with special characters and numerals that are less common in
normal text input. Virtual keyboards reflect this reality by
making these characters less convenient to type and/or hard to
locate. To protect against password detection via shouldersurfing, security input is not displayed. The user receives zero
visual feedback on the accuracy of the input.

The Common Industry Format (CIF) for usability testing uses
the ISO 9241-11 definition of usability which is how well a
product used by specified users achieves specified goals for
effectiveness, efficiency, and user satisfaction [23]. The study
findings from Kim et al. [25] indicate that virtual keyboards
with a key size less than 16 mm may be too small for touch
typing. With the small target the virtual keyboards do not meet
the criterion for effectiveness in hitting the desired key
accurately. Typing speed on virtual keyboards is 60% slower
than desktop or notebook, so virtual keyboards in general also
do not meet the criterion for efficiency [24]. Finally the
continued research in virtual keyboard optimization on mobile
devices shows user satisfaction is not achieved [2].

To achieve usability in security interface navigation on mobile
devices for basic authentication, the virtual keyboard for
security input needs to be optimized for security input in layout,
size, and anticipatory behavior. In this research a virtual
keyboard designed to meet human interface guidelines for small
touchscreens and to follow known usability design principles is
used to mimic basic authentication with strong passwords on
mobile devices. The usability of the revised virtual keyboard is
measured for efficiency, effectiveness, and user satisfaction.

1. INTRODUCTION
Human error is a significant, poorly recognized, but enduring
issue in information systems security [4, 20]. Usable design
reduces human error [28], and is critical to effective security [9].
Security design on mobile devices presents challenges due to the
constraints of the device [33], and opportunities based on the
enhanced capabilities. Authentication by fingerprint [29], touch
patterns on the screen [27], and facial recognition [47] are all
options that do not rely upon text entry for primary
authentication. Graphical passwords which involve recognition
instead of input have also been explored on mobile [7, 13, 40].

Ignoring the non-predictive nature of security input has resulted
in a lack of usability that drives users to choose less secure
passwords to be able to easily type them on mobile [30].
Humans choose to get the job done [43]. They resort to security
input practices that may satisfy automated password strength
meters, but violate the intent of the restrictions to achieve
sufficient usability. This research examines whether applying
known usability design principles to text entry of security input
will result in a higher degree of usability.

2. BACKGROUND

Copyright is held by the author/owner. Permission to make digital or
hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is
granted without fee.

Apple’s iPhone Human Interface Guidelines recommend a minimum
target size of 44 pixels wide 44 pixels tall, and Microsoft’s Windows
Phone UI Design and Interaction Guide suggests a touch target size
of 34px with a minimum touch target size of 26px. Nokia’s
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developer guidelines weigh in on the low side suggest that the target
size should be no smaller than 1cm x 1cm square or 28 x 28 pixels
[1]. Android guidelines are the most generous at 48 pixels square
[16]. The standard miniaturized virtual keyboards for smartphones
on each these platforms all have keys smaller than these guidelines.

the entry of the security input. Finally user satisfaction is
measured by the Standardized Usability Scale (SUS). Therefore
the study has the following hypotheses.

Approaches to solving the too small keyboard target involve making
the keyboard bigger [34] and predicting the text input to compensate
for keying error [11, 26, 38, 44]. Selective zooming to make
portions of the keyboard bigger has been used to make the target
temporarily bigger [34]. The frequency of usage of icons was used
to predict which icons should be bigger, combining enlargement
with prediction [22]. Enlargement of the keys based on which word
the user might be typing has been studied with little accuracy gain,
but greater user satisfactions [15].

H2 Significant differences exist in the speed of security input on
the optimized virtual keyboard.

H1 Significant differences exist in the accuracy of security input
on the optimized virtual keyboard.

H3 Significant differences exist in the user satisfaction with
security input on the optimized virtual keyboard. .
The methodology used was design science research (DSR).
Design research (DR) is research into or about design. DSR is
research using design as a research method or technique [17].
DSR methodology has a series of steps that result in specific
outputs. It can be an iterative process, as information from an
evaluation influences the design of another element [45]. Based
on the feedback from the initial stages, the design is iteratively
adjusted and improved.

Even though turning the smartphone to landscape mode
automatically enlarges the keyboard, users much prefer portrait mode
for stability [41]. One-handed text input is popular, typically using
the thumb [35, 36]. Touch typing of security input on mobile is
significantly more difficult due to both target size and the special
characters required for strong passwords [30].

A web application was created as the artifact to collect the data.
The following requirements were observed.

Security input that follows password strength rules uses character
sequences with upper and lower case characters, numbers, and
special characters [18]. Strong passwords are also misspelled, and
not dictionary words. QWERTY layout gives keying advantage to
the touch typist for alphanumeric input, but not for special characters
[14]. A multi-touch interface to interact with special characters
requires additional gesture recognition software, and a high level of
complexity.
The gap in the literature that this study addresses is studying
usability of security input on mobile devices that also includes
the special characters required for password strength. If
alphanumeric and special character input are equally usable on
the mobile platform, users would not avoid broadening the
character content of passwords because the character sequence
are too time-consuming and difficult to type on mobile.

1.

All the screen targets need to be 44 or more pixels
square to meet human interface design guidelines.

2.

The screen needed to present on a single screen for
most current models of smartphone

3.

Special characters and numbers needed to be as easy
to type as alphabetic characters

4.

The user cannot see the input, to replicate the security
input experience typical in the field

5.

The user should receive clear feedback on input
success, accuracy, and speed.

The study began with an entry questionnaire to be filled out on a
mobile device. The input targets in the questionnaire were also
designed to meet human interface design guidelines also used in
the keyboard. The questionnaire was reached through a mobileoptimized website that explained the goal of the study.
Participants were assured no personal passwords should be used
and all security input measured in the study would be provided.

The hypotheses in the study mirror those used in earlier study
on measuring the usability of virtual keyboards by Schaub et al.
at Ulm University [39]. This study also concluded that low
usability virtual keyboards were more resistant to shouldersurfing due to the small button size.

The questionnaire gathered demographic information (age,
gender, technology expertise) and asked participants to specify
brand and model of their primary mobile phone. The
questionnaire reminds the participant to use their prescription
glasses, if required.

The keyboard design insights of this study suggested that special
characters should be made more accessible.
A second
recommendation was to avoid magnification of password input
to obscure the text from observers. The study did not consider
the alternative of a separate security input optimized keyboard,
but provided recommendations based on the assumption of a
single keyboard. The results of the Schaub study are used as a
baseline for the measurement of the optimized security input
keyboard.

The first version of the security-optimized keyboard appears
full-sized in Figure 1. It uses keyboard layout uses an alphabetic
order instead of QWERTY layout. The QWERTY layout has
been very successful for traditional text entry [5]. The value of
the touch-typing interface is suspect for security input,
particularly for stronger passwords [30]. Strong passwords
should not contain only dictionary words to avoid brute force
cracking [6]. The three random word password advice given
previously [10] has been proven unwise based on the strength of
current password crackers [31]. Using a keyboard that does not
favor touch-typing for security input will hopefully demotivate
the inclusion of words in passwords.

3. Study Design
To assess the usability of virtual keyboard optimized for security
input, this study collects a measure for each dimension of
usability as defined by ISO [21]. The efficiency of the optimized
keyboard is measured by the accuracy of the security input. The
effectiveness of the optimized keyboard is measured by speed of
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The special characters and numbers are also placed at the top of
the screen to make them “easy” to type. The special characters
don’t have the same consistency in keyboard placement on
virtual keyboards as the alphabetic characters. The first row
contains the most frequently used characters, then the
punctuation marks, and finally mathematical symbols.

them. At the end the user answers the SUS survey for that
variation of the keyboard. The password input used in the study
duplicated the password sequences used in the Schaub study
[39]. Additional sequences were added to explore the usability
of special characters which were omitted in the previous study.
Strong password guidelines [18] have evolved to make special
characters a common requirement. The results of the Schaub
study are used as a baseline measurement of the optimized
security input keyboard for shared password sequences.

Users are also offered the option in the keyboard to switch the
default layout of the alphabetic characters to QWERTY. This
feature implements the usability principle proposed by
Shneiderman et al [42] that puts the user in control.

5. Preliminary Results and Discussion

.

Though third party keyboards are disabled for security input
through the primary OS for applications, the keyboard on input
fields for web pages depends on proper HTML5 tagging. The
same behavior as the default security behavior can also be
created though coding.
The current version of the keyboard does not use an algorithm to
check for the presence of a strong password.
However,
applying such a feature would allow prediction of what
characters a user should need to type next. For example, if a
user was inputting a strong password, and certain requirements
had not been met, those portions of the keyboard that input that
data could increase in size, or move to the top.
Changing the mobile keyboard changes the usability of security
input. Currently mobile users avoid passwords that are difficult
to type on the keyboards due to position, number of extra keys.
The increased usability of larger character set should make more
complex passwords easier to type.
A different keyboard may be seen as a violation of the
consistency design principle [42]. There is already precedence
in this for variable keyboards being presented based on HTML5.
An email tag on an input field will produce a keyboard with the
“@” sign next to the space bar.
The ABC layout vs. QWERTY is non-consistent in default
keyboard presentation.
Precedence for this is also shown
through the use of a numbers only keyboard for the input of
passcodes and phone numbers. These numbers only keyboards
do present touchscreen targets that are obeying the 44mm size
guideline and not utilizing predictive text.
Though preliminary numbers are still being generated,
improvement of usability is highly likely. The usability of
current mobile keyboards fails all three ISO criteria: efficiency,
effectiveness, and user satisfaction. The keyboards using more
screen real estate received immediate positive feedback.
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